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Kavli IPMU	 •  Launched in Sep, 2007	


•  ~70 full-time members 
(physics, exp. physics, 
cosmology/astronomy, 
mathematics)	


•  Becomes the 16th Kavli 
institute this April	


•  ~60% of members are non-
Japanese	


•  English is working language	


At Kashiwa City, 30min 
away from the downtown 
of Tokyo by train	



Gravitational Lensing���
=Einstein’s prediction  

Gµ! =
8"G
c4

Tµ!

! x = x[z;gµ! ]
The curved space-time bends “light path”	

	

The curvature of space-time is measurable 
via galaxy shapes	

Lensing strength = 
 (geometry of the universe)  
   × (total matter of lens(es)) 	

Cosmic acceleration (DE)	

Dark matter	

 distorted galaxy shapes	



Gravitational lensing = a way to see “invisibles”	

•  Gravitational lensing 
phenomena are 
observed in various 
systems of wide-range 
scales	



Weak lensing = “Statistical” lensing	



Cosmological weak lensing	

•  Isotropic and 
homogeneous 
universe doesn’t 
cause weak lensing 
distortion	


•  Gravitational field 
due to matter 
(mostly dark matter) 
distribution bends a 
trajectory of light 
path emitted from a 
distant galaxy	


•  Lensing distorts a 
distant galaxy image	

present 

z=zs 

z=zl 

z=0 

past 

Review articles: Bartelmann & Schneider 01; 
Refregier 03; Mellier+03; Hoekstra & Jain 09  	



Weak lensing	

•  Weak lensing causes a coherent pattern or correlation between images 
of different galaxies that have intrinsically no correlation	


•  Weak lensing field is 2D due to the projection nature	


•  Weak lensing is a tiny signal (only a few % in the ellipticity)	

Unlensed galaxies	
 Lensed galaxies	
Projected mass	

Shear map overlaid	


Figure courtesy: A. Refregier 	



WL Surveys	
CFHTLenS (3.6m, 155 sq. degs)	

SDSS(2.5m, 10000 sq. degrees)	

COSMOS (HST+Subaru
+…, 2 sq. degrees)	

PanStarrs (1.8m,  
30000 sq. degrees)	

KIDS (2.6m, 1500 
sq. degrees, 2012-)	

Subaru 	

Hyper 
Suprime-
Cam	

(8.2m, 
1500sq. degs., 
2013-) 	

DES (4m, 5000 sq. degs, 2012-)	

LSST (8m, 23000 sq. 
degs., 2020?-)	

Euclid (space, 
1.2m,  ~20000 
sq. deg., 2020-	



Procedures of weak lensing cosmology	

1.  Obtain imaging data	

2.  Astronomical data reduction 

(computation, data/image processing)	


3.  Measure PSF and quantify a shape 
of galaxy image 	


4.  Use a statistical method to extract 
the correlated signals in different 
galaxy images	


5.  Compare with the model 
predictions to obtain cosmological 
constraints	


Need an optimal statistical 
method to extract the full 
information of weak lensing 
fields	

Need a very accurate/
sophisticate/fast computational 
method 	

Need to propagate the 
measurement errors in 
parameter estimation; Cannot 
have any bias in a parameter;!
Need to combine with external 
constraints	

Weak lensing subjects are indeed relevant for statistics	

This talk	

Massive data sets/Image 
processing	



Weak lensing field	


! (" )!"m0 dzL0

zS# dLS (zL, zS )dL (zL )
dS (zS )

#m (x;zL )        for a source galaxy at zs	


•  Lensing distortion arises from inhomogeneities in matter distribution	

•  Lensing strength depends on efficiency function: Wgl	


–  The overall amplitude is proportional to Ωm	

–  Depends on the observer-lens-source distances	


•  Lensing strengths in a given direction on the sky arises from the mass 
density field along the line-of-sight	

–  Allows us to probe the dark matter distribution	


•  Statistical properties of the lensing field reflect the properties of dark 
matter distribution	

–  E.g. if the dark matter distribution is Gaussian, the lensing field is also Gaussian 

(not in reality though) 	


	

!m (x) ! "m (x)" "m
"m

       



•  Ray-tracing simulation technique	

–  The initial conditions of LSS are precisely 

constrained by CMB, given as function of 
cosmological paras (DM, baryon, …)	


–  Use N-body simulation technique (N-body 
particle = represent. of DMs)	


–  Simulate time-evolution of dark matter 
clustering, due to gravitational instability in 
an expanding universe	


–  Store N-body simulation outputs at several 
target redshifts	


–  Shoot light rays from an observer position 
and then solve the trajectories  between 
different lens planes 	


–  Build the lensing fields on the sky	


•  Rather straightforward to do with the 
current numerical resources (1000 
realizations in Sato et al. 2009)	


•  Some analytic approaches also available	


Modeling weak lensing observables	

One example of ray-tracing 
simulations	



Remark: LSS is highly non-Gaussian	

High-redshift (here z=20)	

-  Initially, the random Gaussian field (as 

in CMB)	

-  The density fluctuations still small  	

-  DM distribution at high redshift 

remains (almost) Gaussian	

-  Easier to model	


N-body simulation snapshots	

low-redshift (here z=0)	

-  DM distribution becomes highly non-

Gaussian due to nonlinearities of gravity	

-  Appearance of highly-mass 

concentration regions (DM halos)	

-  The underdensity regions occupy most 

of space (δm=-1 at minimum)	

-  Galaxy lensing probes up to z=3 at best	




Method: Correlation function methods	

•  The observed field is just from one realization, 
so the field can’t be predicted by theory	


•  What we can model is the statistical quantities	

•  The standard method is correlation function 

methods	

–  Can extract the correlated signals	

–  Vanish for a Gaussian noise (white noise in 

Fourier space)	


–  Can be modeled by theory	

–  In cosmology, there are non-vanishing 

correlations for all scales as predicted by inflation 
scenario	


–  In a statistical isotropy and homogeneous 
universe, the correlation functions hold 
translation, rotation and parity symmetries hold 	

! ("12,"13,...,"ij,...,"(n!1)n ) = F("1)F("2 )...F("i )...F("n )



CMB case	

•  The CMB field is a random Gaussian field	

•  Each Fourier mode is independent	


•  Statistical properties of the CMB field can 
be fully given by the power spectrum	


•  The higher-order functions don’t carry 
any additional information 	

!!(l) !!(l ') = (2! )2Cl!D
2 (l + l ')

 power spectrum	

!!(l1) !!(l2 )"!!(li )!"!(ln ) = F[Cl1
,Cl2

,...]



Power spectrum estimator	
•  Fourier decomposition (here assume the flat-

sky approximation for simplicity)	


	


•  Power spectrum estimator	
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Power spectrum covariance: Sampling variance	

•  The universe is only one realization 	


•  The number of Fourier modes is finite	


•  This causes statistical uncertainties in 
measuring the power spectrum from the 
observed sky: sampling variance	


•  The power spectrum covariance 
describes the statistical uncertainties of 
power spectrum measurement (note: in 
reality, the measurement noise should be 
included)	


	

Cov[C(li ),C(l j )]= Ĉ(li )Ĉ(l j ) ! Ĉ(li ) Ĉ(l j )

                           = 1
N(li )

2

C(li )
2!lil j

K
-  A factor 2 arises from the fact: Δ(l)*=Δ(-l) 
-  For a Gaussian field, the power spectra of 

different bins are independent 	

-  Smaller error bars at higher l-bins	



Weak Lensing case: Nonlinear boost  	


•  WL arises from the matter 
distribution in the nonlinear 
regime; δm>1 

•  WL PS is a more smoothly-
varying function than CMB 
→ sparse multipole bins can 
be used	


•  Good thing: the nonlinear 
clustering boosts the WL 
signals	


•  Bad thing: the power spectra 
of different bins become 
correlated with each other	


Non-linear 
clustering 

 l_max~3000 



Brute-force modeling of WL PS 	

•  Ran 400 N-body simulations 
for a ΛCDM model	


•  Generated 1000 ray-tracing 
simulations of WL fields 
(shear & convergence)	


•  The simulation PS is smooth 
in between different bins	


•  Estimated the error 
covariance matrix 	


•  Allows us to compute any 
statistics of the WL fields	


•  However, still difficult to 
build theoretical templates 
for various cosmological 
models	

Sato+09	



Mode coupling in 
nonlinear regime	

•  In linear regime (|δm|<<1), different 
Fourier modes evolve independently, and 
the field preserves the Gaussianity	

Self-gravitating system	

!!m (k;t) = D(t) !!m (k;ti )
!!m (k;t) !!m (k ';t) = (2" )

3P(k;t)!D
3 (k + k ')

•  As the matter clustering evolves, the perturbations become nonlinear 
(|δm|>1),  and the nonlinear terms in the master equations become 
more important	


•  The nonlinear clustering causes a mode coupling between different 
Fourier modes	

!!m (k;t) !!m (k ';t) ! 0  even if k + k ' = 0



Power Spectrum Covariance	


•  The WL power spectrum covariance becomes to have the non-Gaussian 
error contributions	


Cov[C(l1),C(l2 )]= C(l1),C(l2 ) !C(l1)C(l2 )
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Gaussian errors → 

Non-Gaussian errors → 

•  The NG term depends on the 4pt function of WL field and therefore on the 
underlying cosmology (higher σ8 → larger NG)	


•  For any large-scale structure probes (WL, galaxy clustering, …), we need to 
model the non-Gaussian error contributions	




Effects of Non-Gaussian errors	


1.  Increase the error bars 
of band power estimate 
at each bin 	


2.  Causes correlations 
between band powers 
of different bins	


•  Note: At very high 
multipole bins, the 
errors become to be in 
the shot-noise limited 
regime (look like 
Gaussian errors) 	


MT & Jain 09	



Brute-force 
estimation of NG 

errors	

•  From 1000 realizations 	


•  The NG error contributions are 
very significant at l>a few 10^2	


•  The NG errors need to be 
included	

Sato+09	
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Information content in WL PS	
•  Suppose that the WL PS is given by a single parameter, the amplitude 

parameter A (assuming that the shape of PS is perfectly known)	


•  The generalized chi-square can be given as	


•  A measure to quantify the information content carried by PS, up to a 
given maximum multipole l_max = the accuracy of constraining the 
parameter A is given as 	


•  For a Gaussian case, 	
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This is sometimes called the information content	
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Information content in WL PS (contd.)	

•  The NG errors decrease S/
N by a factor of few for 
l_max>1000 compared to 
the Gaussian case (the 
target scales for future WL 
surveys are in-between 
1000-3000)	


•  The impact is more 
significant for lower source 
redshift	


•  The NG effect is more 
significant for lower source 
redshift	




The implication from real data …	

Lee & Pen (2008) 	

Angular power spectrum of SDSS galaxies 	

Also see Hamilton & 
Rimes 05; Hamilton
+06; Sefusatti+06; MT 
& Jain 09; Takahashi
+09; de Putter+11 	



A longstanding problem 	

•  Power spectrum is not sufficient for large-scale structure 
probes (WL, galaxy/cluster clustering)	


•  Where the information content originally inherent in the initial 
Gaussian field is gone? 	


•  How and how much can we recover the information content? 	


–  If recovered, we can improve the cosmological constraints	


–  Given the fact that future galaxy surveys are very expensive, we should 
do our best to extract the full information from the data to constrain 
cosmology	




Which method to extract the non-
Gaussianity is optimal/good?	

•  The higher-order functions (3pt, 4pt, …)	


•  Topological quantities: e.g., Minkowski Functionals 	


•  Statistics of extremes (peaks or voids) in the map	


•  Wavelets based method	


•  Gaussianization of the WL field (nonlinear mapping such 
as a log-normal mapping) 	


- Each method has its own advantage and disadvantage 	


This talk	 Bernardeau+97; Hui 99; MT & Jain 04; Kilbinger+05 	

Sato+01; Kratochvil+11; Munshi+11; Shirasaki+12 	

Haman+03; Wang+09; MT & Bridle 09; Pires+10  	

Pires+10; Pires+12  	

Seo+11; Joachimi+11; Seo+12 	



Issues of NG method	
•  The WL signal (cosmological signal) can be accurately modeled 

for a CDM model 	


–  Nonlinear structure formation predicts a particular type of non-Gaussianity 
in the WL field; there is a target model to measure	


•  The shot noise is from the intrinsic galaxy shapes	


•  However, in reality, actual data has several effects; masking (bad 
pixels, saturated pixels, etc.), blending of galaxies (e.g., in the 
central region of galaxy cluster), survey geometry effects → the 
noise field is generally non-Gaussian and can be spatially varying	


•  An ideal NG method would be; 1) optimal to extract most of the 
cosmological NG signal, and 2) less sensitive or robust to the ill-
behaved noise field	



B(l1, l2, l3)	

Weak Lensing Bispectrum	
Issha Kayo, MT, Bhuvnesh Jain soon	

•  Can extract the 
correlated signals as a 
function of triangle 
shapes	


•  A natural extension 
beyond 2pt function	


•  Vanish for a Gaussian 
field (also for noise) 	




WL bispectrum	

•  To realize the information content of bispectrum, we need to first 
understand the error covariance	


•  An estimator of the bispectrum	


•  All the triangle configurations need to be included; e.g., 20 
logarithmically-space bins over 100<l<10^4 give 377 triangles (easily  
have too many triangles → computationally expense)	


•  In this talk, consider up to ~300 triangles < 1000 realizations 	


	


B̂(l1, l2, l3) =
1

Ntrip
! (l1)! (l2 )! (l3) =             

trip

!



Brute-force WL bispectrum estimation	

•  Computed from 
1000 realizations	


•  The bispectrum 
measured is 
smooth	


•  The error bars are 
for 25 sq. degrees	

 equilateral triang  	

 side length of equilateral triang.	



WL bispectrum covariance	
•  The error covariance matrix of bispectrum measurement	


•  Derived the analytical formula	


	


Cov B̂(l1, l2, l3), B̂(l2!, l2!, l3!)
"
#$

%
&'( ! (l1)! (l2 )! (l3)! (l1!)! (l2!)! (l3!)

                                          =                                    



Diagram picture of Bisp cov.	

(i) Gaussian term: O(PPP) (ii) O(BB)

(iii) O(PT) (iv) O(P )6



P(l)	
B(l1, l2, l3)	

Two, Three, Four, …., Six in WL	

T(l1, l2, l3, l4)	

P5(l1, .., l5)	 P6(l1, .., l6)	



Theory vs. Simulations 	

                                        

Remarkably nice agreement!	



Theory vs. Simulations (contd.) 	

                    

Remarkably nice agreement!	

Cross-covariance btw 
PS and Bisp	



 Combined PS+Bisp information content	

•  Include all the 
bispectra (all triangles) 
for a given lmax	


•  Bispectrum does 
increase the total S/N 
by ~60% at lmax~1000 
– equivalent to a factor 
2.6 larger survey area	


•  However, full the 
Gaussian information 
is not recovered	


•  This implies that 4pt 
and the higher-order 
functions are 
important	


2pt	

total (2pt+3pt)	

Kayo, MT & Jain soon	



Independent Bisp information	

•  Among ~300 triangles, 
about 100 linear 
combinations of 
triangles carry most of 
the Bisp information 	
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Summary 	
•  WL is one of the most promising probes for precision cosmology	


•  WL requires statistical methods/knowledge in several steps of the 
measurement/cosmological analysis procedures 	


•  For large-scale structure probes (WL, galaxy clustering), the power 
spectrum is not sufficient to extract the full information	


•  Various ways to extract the non-Gaussian signals; which one is most 
optimal? – still an open question	


•  The higher-order moment such as bispectrum is a natural extension	


•  For WL, the bispectrum does carry additional information to the power 
spectrum, about 60% improvement in the information content at ell~1000	


•  The full-likelihood analysis including the cosmological dependence of NG 
covariance matrices	


